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Gysmi E160 + LCD TECHNO 11
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Protected & Compatible
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LCD TECHNO 11

High quality LCD: UV/IR DIN 15 protection
Field of vision : 98 x 35 mm

Total weight: 400 g

Power supply: Solar

Filter:
- Initial shade : 3
- Welding shade: 11
- Arcing reaction time ≤ 0.6 ms
- Ideal for MMA/MIG-MAG/TIG : from 10 to 200 A

ELECTRODE
WELDING

(MMA)

10▷160A
Ref. 031456

Delivered in bundle with:
· Earth cable (1,6m/ø16mm²)
· Electrode holder (2m/ø16mm²)
· Techno 11 helmet

Ref. 031456

Delivered in suitcase with:
· Earth cable (1,6m/ø16mm²)
· Electrode holder (2m/ø16mm²)

Ref. 016002

www.gys.fr

The GYSMI E160 is a revolutionary product with unmatched welding characteristics not only 
for basic electrodes but also for the rutiles, stainless steel, cast iron electrodes...

  INVERTER technology welding unit with microprocessor control. 
Tactile keyboard and digital display.

  MMA: the product arc dynamic is revolutionary and unique on the 
market. 
Basic electrodes no longer cause trouble. This product does not only 
integrate Arc Force and Anti Sticking functionality but it is also the only 
single phase welding unit on the market to offer an adjustable Hot 
Start for all types of electrodes.

  TIG – LIFT ARC: With its microcontroller, the starting in TIG mode 
is very easy.

  The product is protected against supply voltage variations (+/- 15%).

  Given its very high duty cycle on high intensity, it is recommended 
to plug it on a 16A plug with delayed fuse, or to adapt it to a more 
powerful plug.


